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Favorite Bangladeshi Foods 

 

 

English translation: 

 

Sarah: What’s your favorite food? 

 

Irena: American food or Bangladeshi food? 

 

S: Bangladeshi food. 

 

I: I really liked two food items after I came this time: sheek kebab and phuchka. What’s 

your favorite? 

 

S: My favorite… among snacks, its phuchka and chotpoti. Among main courses I like 

biryani, roast, korma that is made with chicken, and I like beef tehari. 

 

I: What’s that? 

 

S: Tehari. It’s a rice dish… similar to pilaf and cooked with beef. A pilaf with beef is 

called tehari; a pilaf with mutton is called kachchi biryani, and a pilaf with chicken is 

called “morog polao.” 

 

I: What’s the food you dislike the most? 

 

S: Shutki’r bhorta.
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I: You don’t like it at all? 

 

S: [Shakes her head.] 

 

I: Did you ever have it accidentally? 

 

S: Accidentally they (my sister and mom) had forced me to have it, but I didn’t like it. 

 

I: Okay, so when you go to dinner parties here in America you can take gifts, but here 

people usually take desserts or sweets, right? 

 

S: Usually people take desserts or sweet yogurt
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 here. 

 

I: In the U.S., it’s usually a gift for the house… 

. 

S: Or flowers and wine, right? 

                                                 
1
 Spiced dried fish. 

2
 A Bengali delicacy. 



 

I: But here it is always desserts. 
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